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Sna property consists of 10 claims - ZB 114766 - ZB 114771 Inel. 

and ZB U4773f IB 114774, ZB 114790 and ZB 114791. T^i^/y of tToZfes

Zbs claims ara loeatad 20 alias vast of Garaldton on Highway Bo* 11. 

Iron tola point tba elaias ara loeatad 1.5 alias aorta of the aignvay. To reach 

the olaias aaans travailing hj aki-doo or Jeep whichever season the vork is being 

dona in. 

Claia Status

She alaias are ovned by She Algona Staal Corporation, Idadted, 503 

Qoeen Street But, Sault Ste. Ibrie, Ontario. They vere staked in the fall and 

vinter of 1964-6?. 

Baaaon for Sorrey

Zo outline on the ground magnetic nnnanly previously outlined from 

the air. 

Baaulta of Survey

Zoe survey accomplished ita purpose and the reaulta are shown in 

an acconpany report. 

Zjrpe of Instruaant

BM instrument used vaa a IfeFhar M-^00 fluxgate  agnetoneter. 

Instruaant Operator

I. Zaraauk, c/o Algoaa Ore Properties Division, Sault Ste. Iferie, 

Ontario. Bis qualifications aret

Four years as instrument operator with Algoma Ore Properties Division, 

Sault Ste. laurie, Ontario.
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GENERAL REPORT

Area - Geraldton, Ontario

Project - Turkey lake

Personnel - N. Ried, Field Foreman

O. Ibusseau, Fleldman

M. L'Hereux, Fleldman

E. mil man Fieldman

I. MacDonald Fieldman

L. Goldsmith, Jr. Engineer

H. T*rasuk, Fleldman 

A.E. Paradis, Senior Fleldman

R. tbusseau, Fieldman

C. Rains, Fleldman

E. Rendell, Fleldman 

Introduction

To protect an alrborn anomaly which is the continuation of the Wild Goose 

lake anomaly the company staked a total of 31 claims in the winter of 196*1- and 1965. 

Having not done work on the above claims after staking, these claims are also under 

extension. 

Location and Access

The Turkey lake claims are located 20 miles west of Geraldton, Ontario on 

Highway No. 11. The larger portion of the claims lies to the west of Turkey lake.

The remaining amount are water claims covering Turkey Lake. Turkey Lake is 1.5 miles 

north of Highway Ho. 11. 7~*/p of Co/fct-

The property is accessible by car and then by Jeep or Skl-doo. 

Previous Work

Work done previous to the present day work amounted to claim staking and

Cont'd...,.
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Previous Work (Cont'd) 
^
prospecting for gold in the early 1900s. 

Present Work

To cover the high Intensity zone of the aeromagnetic anomaly work vas 

concentrated on 15 claims. Claim numbers:

T. B. 114766 to T. B. 114775 incl.

T. B. 114785 to T. B. 114793 Incl. 

Total amount of general work done at this time vas:

(1) 8,800 ft. base line cut, surveyed, chained and hubbed.

(2) 36,957 ft. cross line cut and chained.

(3) A total amount of 45,757 line cut and chained.

(4) 19 cross sectional lines established.

All cross sectional lines were cut at 400* Intervals. Lines were turned at 90 degree 

angles off of the B.I.

Chalnage pickets were established at 100* Intervals along the base line. 

Geophysical Work

To outline a ground magnetic anomaly from the one previously outlined from 

the air the entire line grid vas cut. Geophysical work completed:

(i) 8.6 miles of line surveyed using the JfcPhar M-500 fluxgate magnetometer.

(ii) 1,830 readings recorded.

Readings were taken at 25* Intervals.

(ill) Magnetometer results plotted on field sheets using the scale l" - 200*. 

Survey Results

The results of the completed magnetometer survey were:

(i) A definite ground magnetic zone outlined.

(li) Ho minor zones outlined. 

The major magnetic zone outlined covers an area as follows:

(i) 6,600' in length.

(ii) Average vidth of zone 325*.
Cont'd.....
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Survey Results (Cont'd)

(lil) Average Intensity of zone 18,000 gammas.

Die general location of the zone is that it extends from 8+OOW to 76-KX)W, 

a distance of 6,800*. At cross section 4-KXW the magnetic zone is located just 

south of the base line but as it extends westward the direction of the zone changes 

to a north westerly direction. At cross section 76+OOW the zone is located 1,100' 

north of the base line. To generalize the zone strike it would appear the zone 

strikes in an east west direction to line iKHOOW and north westerly from 40-KX)W to 

76-KX)W. The magnetic is open at both ends, but due to the small Intensity of the 

anomaly no further work was done at the present to trace it further in either 

direction. 

Cause of Ifagnetles

It would appear that the magnetic zone is caused by low grade iron formation 

with hematite Interbedded with the sediments.

The zone to the east of the Turkey lake anomaly has been drilled and by the 

results recorded there no further work is recommended at this time. 

Conclusions

Having now completed an area 16,600' x 2,000' on the airborn magnetic 

anomaly which supposedly is a continuation of the Nordarm Property, l would suggest 

that the work that has been completed be given a careful study and before any 

decision is arrived at a detailed geological survey be carried out. This would 

supply knowledge as to what type of iron formation is causing the anomaly, assuming 

there is outcropping in the discussed area.

John E. Gray, 
Held Technician, 

Exploration Department, 
May 9, 1966 Algoma Ore Properties Division.
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